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Junfeng Wei et al. studied the interaction of a proglacial lake and its parent glacier (Longbasaba Glacier, Chinese Himalaya) from 1988 to 2018. Is a matter of ongoing debate among glaciologists whether and how much glacier lakes contribute to glacier mass loss, and vice versa, how much glacier melt adds to glacier lake growth. The manuscript thus addresses a relevant question within the scope of TC. Junfeng Wei et al. use recently published, freely available data sets, most of them being derived from the Landsat satellite, to monitor changes in lake area, glacier area, glacier flow velocity, and glacier elevation. They aim at quantifying the individual shares in the total glacier mass loss to estimate their contribution to the well-documented increase in lake volume. Though I highly acknowledge the authors’ effort to split the mass loss
at Longbasaba Glacier into different components, some doubts remain whether this goal could be met with the methodological framework presented. First of all, as far as I understood, the authors mostly use gridded data, for example on glacier flow velocities. Yet, they mostly use the mean of the entire distribution, instead of integrating over all observed values, so that they lose substantial parts of information. For glacier surface lowering, they seem to use only two values (pre and post 2000) from published data, which they assume to remain constant over the study period. Though the authors strive to provide the uncertainties for each dataset in remarkable detail, it remains difficult to infer how these uncertainties are propagated, when the authors calculate the individual contributions to glacier mass loss. Some of the lake-related factors such as water temperature, wind direction, or rising lake levels, (possibly promoting undercutting of the glacier front) are deemed negligible without formal proof. Additional key inputs such as snowmelt and rainfall, and outputs such as evaporation and lake outflow, are disregarded, so that the overall goal of quantifying the ‘mass contributions of glacier wastage to lake water volume’ seems oversimplified.

A considerable body of previous research has monitored in detail glacier retreat and corresponding lake growth both on local and basin-scale (Haritashya et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2018; Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015a, 2018; Watanabe et al., 2009; Xin et al., 2008). In this regard, the authors could use the introduction to clearly stress the novelty of their study by revealing questions and research gaps that remain from previous work. In general, I feel that the introduction could prepare the reader better for the following chapters. At the current stage, the introduction misses a stringent regional overview on glacier mass balances, lake dynamics, and methods to track these changes. For example, why is it necessary to monitor glacier flow velocities, if we want to quantify lake volumes? Which of the components in glacier mass loss have only rarely been addressed in previous studies? Some of this information is provided in the discussion, which could better serve in the introduction. In the discussion, the authors review some important mechanisms that occur at the interface between proglacial lakes and their parent glaciers. Yet this information is largely de-
tached from their own findings, and they mostly point towards future research instead of showing possible solutions. For example, Tsutaki et al. (2019) recently modelled the mass balance of debris-covered glaciers in conjunction with an ice dynamical model to explain the thinning pattern of lake- and lake terminating glaciers. How can such physically based models help to understand the detailed observations at Longbasaba Glacier?

A final remark pertains to the issue that the authors mostly use qualitative descriptions of their own and others' findings. For example, the abstract has remained vague with regards how much Longbasaba Glacier retreated in volume, length, and area, and how much the lake volume increased in the same period. Yet these are key data that a reader expects to learn while reading those lines. The remainder of the manuscript contains 4, 10, and 14 times the terms ‘insignificant’, ‘significant’, and ‘significantly’, respectively, without a test of significance and mostly without figures or numbers underlining the significance of these findings. A similar critique applies to the repeated use of ‘small’ ‘large’, ‘huge’, ‘typical’, ‘dramatic’, ‘slight(ly)’, ‘unfortunately’, and ‘different’, with little relation to measured quantities in this or previous studies. I strongly encourage the authors to put more emphasis on objective language. I commented below on a sample of phrases where this is most obvious, though subjective terms should be replaced throughout the manuscript. Finally, I would be happy if the authors thoroughly revise their manuscript for typos and incorrect citations. In the following, I provide more detailed comments and questions to the points raised above.

Major comments

L14-16: A wealth of studies has claimed that there could be a link between lake expansion and outburst floods (Nie, 2017; Nie et al., 2018; Richardson and Reynolds, 2000; Rounce et al., 2016). Can the authors list some of such studies, which support this notion? Yet, to my best knowledge I cannot remember that an outburst flood in the Himalaya has been successfully predicted from a rapidly expanding moraine-dammed lake. I would thus caution against crediting Longbasaba Lake, or any other growing
lake, per se ‘a high outburst risk’. Please note that ‘hazard’ and ‘risk’ in the authors’ and previous studies has been used interchangeably, though these terms cover different aspects. Hazard is the probability of an event occurring, whereas risk is the product of hazard, vulnerability and the elements at risk. Please make sure to use the correct terms at any given location in the manuscript. Most aspects here seem to address hazard, not risk.

L20-22: Please quantify ‘continuous and accelerating recession in glacier area and length’ and ‘decelerating surface lowing and ice flow’.

L22: How do the authors determine ‘significantly’ here? How do they measure that lake growth has accelerated?

L23: How much did surface lowering contribute to glacier downwasting?

L27: Does the issue that ‘the potential risk of outburst for Longbasaba Lake has continuously decreased during the last decade’ not contradict the main motivation of the study?

L29-30: When did glaciers start to lose mass? And how much? Would it make sense to review here studies that focused on glacier mass loss in the Himalayas?

L31: ‘Reduction’ in which quantity?

L33: How did the authors and the cited studies measure, and demonstrate increases in, ‘potential risk and destructiveness’ of GLOFs?

L35: Please clarify what the ‘mass/energy interactions of the thermal regime’ are. I suggest to split L34-38 into two or three new sentences.

L38-39: What is ‘more significant shrinkage’ compared to? How do the authors measure a ‘significant mass budget’? And again, how do they quantify ‘increases [in] the risk of GLOFs’?

L40: Can the authors provide examples on these ‘ruinous impacts’ for each of the
sectors they mention?

L42: How do the authors define the ‘Third Pole’? Is it different from ‘High Mountain Asia’ (Brun et al., 2017; Dehecq et al., 2019)?

L44 and L49-50: Similar to the notions on increasing GLOF risk, I would caution against using the term ‘potentially dangerous glacial lakes’. There is no common definition to my best knowledge, which variables classify a lake as ‘potentially dangerous’, nor is there a proof of concept. Please see the introduction in Rounce et al. (2016) on confounding estimates on the number of ‘potentially dangerous lakes’ in the Himalayas.

L45-46: Veh et al. (2018) did not report 70 GLOFs, and Khanal et al. (2015) is missing in the references. Also, please make sure to mention that the review of previous work here exclusively focuses on moraine-dammed lakes. In essence, more GLOFs have been documented from ice-dammed lakes, mostly in the Karakoram, than from moraine-dammed lakes (Bhambri et al., 2019).

L50-51: What are the expected losses from a GLOF of a given magnitude from Longbasaba Lake? Which countries will be affected in case of an outburst?

L52-55: From the reasons given here, I struggle to see why monitoring of glacier and lake area could help to predict outburst floods. Btw: what do the authors mean by this ‘prediction’: The timing, the magnitude, both?

L55-58: Please reformulate the scope of this study in at least two sentences.

L64: Please elaborate what a ‘serac cluster’ is, what the authors mean by ‘numerous’, and where the reader can see seracs and supraglacial lakes in Fig. 1b.

L67: ‘remains at a high risk of outburst’: contrary to this statement the authors wrote in L27: ‘the potential risk of outburst for Longbasaba Lake has continuously decreased during the last decade’. Please clarify.

L72 and L74: Are the values in m a-1 average or maximum rates? Additionally, how
do the authors define ‘rapid areal expansion’? Is the expansion at Longbasaba faster than reported on regional or local scales (Nie, 2017; Song et al., 2016, 2017; Wang et al., 2015b)? Could above-average expansion (including increasing possible changes in flood volumes) be a suitable motivation for the authors’ study? I would be happy to see these issues clearly emphasized in the introduction.

L111-L113: Why are the differences in accuracy so large between the two methods? Do the authors mean ‘Brun’ instead of ‘Burn’? Which part(s) of their method did the authors apply to which dataset? Please elaborate more clearly.

L118-L122: From this description, I cannot follow what and how large the sliding window is; how signal and noise are defined and which measure of ‘quality’ is assessed here.

L124: What happens with data above (or below?) this maximum displacement threshold? Also, what additional information do the authors expect to gain from the surface velocity of the entire glacier, compared to the velocity of the tongue? Arguably, the velocity of the tongue could be a better indicator of what is happening at the terminus and the adjacent lake.

L129-130: Please elaborate what the authors mean with ‘extra-annual characteristics’ and what the authors ‘detected and discussed’ in this regard.

L135-138: Are the accuracies of the GoLIVE product global values or specific for Longbasaba glacier?

L141: Why do the authors use a quadratic fit instead of a linear?

L151: Please elaborate the choice of the parameters for Kriging.

L152: Quincey et al. (2007) wrote that “supraglacial lake formation is prevalent where glacier surface gradients are less than 2° from the glacier terminus”. This statement is slightly different to the assumption here, given that a lake at Longbasaba Glacier already exists. Why should the growth of Longbasaba Lake stop at a surface gradient
of, say, 3°?

L159-161: ‘the contour lines of the lake basin’: are these the isobaths, i.e. the lake bathymetry? If so, why do the authors need to apply the 2° surface gradient threshold to clip the lake extent, if they already know the lake area from satellite images? Please reformulate L159-163 more clearly.

L196-197: It seems reasonable that the authors considered a different velocity for the entire ice column than for the values measured at the surface. But why do the authors choose exactly 70%? I guess the reported range from 30% to 80% relates to factors such as the gradient of the glacier bed, the glacier mass budget, or whether the glacier is cold or warm based. Please elaborate the choice of this value more clearly, and if necessary, please test how sensitive Vf is to this prefactor.

L198-199: It would be good to test whether previous estimates of glacier ice thickness (see Farinotti et al., 2019) match with the method from the authors. (Linsbauer et al., 2016) argue that ice thickness models allow for estimating the glacier bed topography, which could help modelling the evolution of Longbasaba Lake.

L223-224: ‘Based on the assumption that the outline of the glacier accumulation zone remained stable during the investigation period’: This is a strong assumption, given that the glacier has retreated continuously, so that the accumulation area has likely shrunk in the study period. Could mapping the snow line help? In any case, how does this part fit to the remainder of the sentence?

L225â˘AˇT226: What do the authors mean by ‘The errors in the areal changes in the glacier and lake were relatively small for a control approach’?

L228-229: What is R? Why do the authors consider the number of vertices in the lake polygon? Is the number of vertices not a rather arbitrary value depending on how carefully the image interpreter digitizes the lake boundary?

L234: How did the authors obtain this measure of accuracy?
L252: What is ‘a mean decrease ratio’? Do the authors mean the percentage loss of total glacier area per year?

L257: Did not the period 1993-1994 show ‘the most significant recession’?

L259: A question that has been left untouched here and in the discussion is why the variance in glacier recession before ∼2008 is higher than in the period after. Could this be an effect of changing ice flow velocities or thicknesses? An effect of subglacial topography? Warmer air, thus warmer water temperatures? Stronger winds creating thermal-erosional notches at the glacier terminus? More precipitation, and hence higher water levels? Please discuss, possibly with available data (not) correlating with your observations.

L249-278: These two paragraphs could be shortened given that the ‘trend in length is similar to that of the glacier area’, as the authors write. Readers can infer the main messages from Fig 3.

L293-302: If it is a hypothesis that glacier retreat occurs synchronously along the glacier front, then the authors should clearly emphasize this hypothesis, and test it. In this regard, I fail to see any ice avalanches (I guess the authors mean glacier calving) in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, which the authors claim to be the main cause of the asynchronous glacier retreat. Neither do I see whether these avalanches are ‘huge’ or ‘small’, and whether these occurred as one single, or as a sequence of many smaller events. In this regard, it remains difficult to judge whether the three proposed categories (L303-308) have a more general implication between glacier retreat and lake expansion. Just as an idea: could it be that the total amount of calved glacier mass is a consequence of how fractured the glacier is at the glacier terminus? Could the authors measure the density of seracs at the tongue?

L322: How ‘huge’ needs a wave to be to ‘put pressure on the moraine dams and increase the failure risk’? What is the minimum size of an ice avalanche and what is the amount of water to be displaced in order to overtop the dam?
L323-325: Please clarify what ‘insignificant’ and ‘not obviously’ mean.
L329: Please clarify what ‘significantly later’ means.
L330-331: Please reformulate and fill this sentence with tangible content.
L335: How do the authors calculate this ‘trend’? What about the errors in the parameters of intercept and slope, and the goodness of fit of the model?
L336-337: Not sure how this sentence follows from the previous.
L347-354: Are the 6-years GoLIVE data representative for mean flow velocities your entire study period, in the light of the pattern that the authors observed for the mean surface velocities?
L349-350: How can you say that ‘the fastest ice flow occurred in summer (May, June, and July)’ without having data for these months? This finding largely depends on the polynomial function used to model the velocities with missing data.
L366-375: Given that Longbasaba Glacier is in direct contact to its lake, a unit change of the glacier area or length must result in the same unit change of the lake area, regardless of the total mass loss at the glacier terminus. What is here the surprising result to report?
L381-384: Which figure shows that ‘the proportions of the mass contributions from the lowering of the glacier surface decreased to approximate 50%’? Furthermore, the authors conclude ‘that the mass contributions from the glacier motion have increased during these periods.’ Do this mean that glaciers needed to have a simultaneous increase in flow velocities to maintain the loss in glacier mass? I cannot infer this from Fig. 6.
L415: Fig. 9a: Is it possible that assuming constant values for surface lowering before and after 2000 could largely bias the ratios in Fig. 9b? How confident are the authors that surface lowering is indeed constant over time? Where are the error bars for all data
points? Could the error bars overlap so that the trends, which the authors mention in the text, are just spurious?

L430-431: Not sure whether I can follow this conclusion. Assuming an average increase of the lake level by 0.8 m per year, I calculate a total increase in lake level of 24 m in 30 years. This would be a quarter of the maximum lake depths, and hence speculatively more than 1.5% of the total water volume.

L432-440: Without showing data for Longbasaba Glacier, nor data from previous studies, it is difficult to judge whether evaporation and infiltration are really negligible. Please discuss in more detail.

L441-442: How does Longbasaba Glacier rank among the mean lowering rate for the Himalayas?

L450: That’s a question of chicken or egg. Do glaciers thin because of lake expansion or do lakes expand because glacier thinning? This is a paramount question of regarding glacier-and-lake feedbacks where many researchers would love to have an answer for. Please discuss in more detail.

L459-461: Please reformulate these sentences more clearly. Where and when are air temperatures highest (and how high)? Which region is sensitive to what, and how do you define significant here?

L467-468: Maurer et al. (2019) collated data from weather stations and found that “Regional studies of precipitation trends in the Himalayas do not suggest a widespread decrease in precipitation over the past four decades”. How does their statement match with the statement from the authors?

L459-478: What is purpose of this paragraph with regards to Longbasaba Glacier? Sounds more like material for the introduction?

L480: What is so ‘specific’ of Longbasaba’s response to climate change?
L497-498: I cannot follow the conclusion that debris cover is important without formal analysis. How can we distinguish, which share of the mass loss comes from the debris cover on top of glaciers?

L503: What are these ‘topographic features’ and are these also present at Longbasaba lake?

L510-512: The authors could consider a simple correlation to test whether there is indeed no ‘obvious relationship’ among these variables.

L513: Where do the authors infer that the glacier area ‘experienced continuous and accelerating decrease’? Not sure whether I can infer this finding from Fig. 3.

L517-518: Please elaborate more clearly in which regard these trends (are they robust?) are contrasting?

L519-520: Is the situation so ‘complicated’, ‘diverse’, and ‘complex’ that the amount of data generated in this study offers no further explanation on how glaciers and lakes interact? Somehow undermines the main scope of this manuscript.

L525-543: Seems more like material for the introduction. How do these paragraphs relate to the findings in this study?

L538: Do the authors mean ‘air temperatures’ when talking about climate change?

L541: ‘specific climate changes and their influence on hazards’: Which changes? Influence in which direction? Which hazards? And again, what could be a solution for these ‘complex interactions’? What do we learn from this study?

L542-543: Not sure whether the selected references are appropriate for this statement.

L545-546: Do ice avalanches occur more frequently? Or how do they increase the potential for GLOFs?

L551: Is a rise in lake level of 6-11 m still negligible, as written in L421? What is the
actual rise in lake level?

L552, L555: How thick is the debris cover at the glacier terminus?

L558: How much is ‘slight’?

L558-559: Not sure whether I can follow this conclusion: if ice avalanches have happened so frequently in the past, but still fail to trigger outburst floods, how can they still play ‘a predominant role in the outburst risk’?

L560: All a matter of magnitude and frequency, and historical observations: How ‘negligible’ is the hazard from one rockslide that has a volume and/ or velocity 3, 10, 20 times larger than an average ice avalanche?

L563: Veh et al. (2019) report an unchanged frequency of outburst floods from moraine-dammed lakes.

564-567: The Himalayas host >20,000 glacier lakes (Maharjan et al., 2018), how many of these have been stabilised?

L571: Why has the possibility declined if ice avalanches are assumed to maintain occurring?

L572-573: In which way does Longbasaba Lake lag behind climate change? Is lake growth not an indicator for its response to atmospheric warming and glacier retreat?

L575-590: The conclusions are largely a repetition of the abstract. What have we learned from this study in conjunction with previous studies? What are the current limitations and what is the most important topic for future research?

Technical comments:

L34: Other studies have used the term ‘lake-terminating’. Please check.

L35: ‘tongues’

L35 (and all other locations in the manuscript): Please avoid using forward slashes.
Please use ‘and’ or ‘or’ instead.
L61: ‘is in contact to’ instead of ‘is contacted by’?
L65-66: ‘ice floe masses’: suggest using ‘floes’ or ‘icebergs’
L70: ‘5499 m’: add ‘a.s.l.’ or ‘above sea level’.
L72: Delete ‘in 2009’
L73 and L80: ‘terminus’ instead of ‘terminal’?
L76 (Fig. 1): Label inset in (a) with a letter.
L88: Please add the projection (UTM Zone XX)
L94: ‘with minimum’ instead of ‘without’?
L95: ‘suitable’ instead of ‘perfect’?
L99-101: Not necessary whether this table is necessary in the main text.
L103: ‘center flowline’ instead of ‘main flowline’?
L103-105: Please reformulate this sentence.
L108: ‘These data were extracted’ . . .
L112: Why ‘nevertheless’?
L115: delete ‘described above’
L166, L191, L194, L206: Please correct the sub- and superscripts for h
L171-173: Please describe all terms (including v, h, and S) in the figure caption.
L185: What is MG?
L187: ‘conversion’ instead of ‘conversation’
L193: Do you mean ‘the number of pixels’ instead of ‘the pixel number’?
C13
L226: ‘following’ instead of ‘flowing’ (or delete entirely)
L228: What is eac?
L251: Please add ‘on average’
L283-284: A mass budget cannot be released.
L330: fluctuation = variations. Please consider one of these.
L373: fluctuation = variations = changes. Please consider one of these. Similar issue at L511, L513.
L377: ‘was dominated’ instead of ‘was predominantly contributed’?
L414 (Fig. 9): ‘surface lowering’ instead of ‘surface lowing’?
L443: ‘combining’ instead of ‘combing’?
L507: ‘Quincey’
L510: ‘Dehecq’
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